
Anew exhibition in Atlanta celebrates Winnie-
the-Pooh, wandering through his magical world
and giving visitors a peek behind the scenes at

the people, relationships and inspirations behind the
“silly old bear” and his friends. “Winnie-the-Pooh: Ex-
ploring a Classic” opens Sunday at the High Museum
of Art. It highlights the intensely collaborative relation-
ship between author A.A. Milne and illustrator E.H.
Shepard, who brought the stories to life, and guides
visitors through those tales and their lessons.

“It’s the idea that a writer can imagine a whole
world but the written descriptions can only go so far,
and then the illustrations take you the next step,” said
Virginia Shearer, the High’s director of education.
Milne was inspired by his young son’s stuffed toys to
create stories about a boy named Christopher Robin
(his son’s first and middle names) and his beloved Win-
nie-the-Pooh, also known as Pooh Bear. The bear and
his plush friends come to life on the page just as they
do in the imagination of a child, animated by witty
prose and playful drawings.

In a room hung with pale blue and white striped
wallpaper to evoke a nursery, a faux window looks out
on the imaginary world created by Milne and Shepard
as the only known recording of Milne reading from the
“Winnie-the-Pooh” book of stories plays in the back-
ground. A glass case houses replicas of the plush toys
that inspired the characters.

Milne invited Shepard to his home to draw por-
traits of his son’s toy animals “from life” and hosted
Shepard at his country home so he could observe and
sketch the trees and landscapes that inspired the Hun-
dred Acre Wood, where Pooh and friends live. Some
of the pencil-sketched studies that resulted are on
display in a part of the exhibition that explores their
collaboration.

Encouraging people
Drawings grouped by the chapters in “Winnie-the-

Pooh” and “The House at Pooh Corner” are the exhi-
bition’s main focus. Story panels at adult eye-level give
brief summaries of the chapters. Panels at child eye-
level are written for beginning readers and encourage
children think about the lessons learned. The exhibition
ends with a room filled with Winnie-the-Pooh mer-
chandise, ranging from the earliest days to the present,
to illustrate the spread and growth of the brand. It in-

cludes the familiar plush bear with a red T-shirt read-
ing “Pooh” marketed by Disney, which bought the
character rights in 1961.

The exhibition is a continuation of a series at the
High that puts the spotlight on children’s book authors
and illustrators. “I think with all of these projects we’re
encouraging people to look closely at what they have
at home and realize they have works of art in their own
homes,” said co-presenting curator Ginia Sweeney.
Another goal, she said, is to provide children with skills
they can use to visit and enjoy the rest of the museum
and to give parents the tools to help them. Shearer and
Sweeney said they hope the exhibition inspires chil-
dren to get outside, away from screens, to have adven-
tures.

“Christopher Robin says his favorite thing to do is
nothing because you have so many possibilities when
you have nothing to do,” Sweeney said. The exhibition
was organized by the Victoria and Albert Museum in
London. After its US premiere at the High Museum,
where it will be on view from Sunday through Sept 2,
the exhibition is set to be on display at Boston’s Mu-
seum of Fine Arts from Sept 22 through Jan 6 before
heading to Japan. — AP
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Silly old bear: Exhibition explores 
world of Winnie-the-Pooh

Photo provided by Fusion Gates shows one of company’s styled baby gates. — AP photos Photo shows framed illustrations from Winnie-the-Pooh stories hanging among blown-up images of the stories’
characters on the walls of Atlanta’s High Museum of Art.

The maker of France’s most famous modern public artwork has forced the
country’s culture ministry to take down a piece of street art it had put up
next to it. Veteran artist Daniel Buren, whose 260 candy-stripy columns

at Palais Royal were once themselves condemned as a carbuncle, objected to
the temporary work which was meant to be a homage to his own. The ministry
confirmed that it had taken down the striped posters put up by Parisian graffiti
artist Le Module de Zeer.

He had covered the 17th-century colonnade around Buren’s work with black
and white horizontal stripes, which were meant to be “in dialogue” with Buren’s
vertical ones. But the 80-year-old, who has brought the state to court in the
past for not properly looking after his work, said that he had not been informed
and demanded they be taken down.   Le Module de Zeer, whose real name is
Mehdi, has built up a cult following in the French capital, covering a nightclub
and a giant disused factory chimney with futuristic doodles.

Jean Faucheur, the curator who helped put up Le Module de Zeer’s work at
Palais Royal, said the controversy had been “very hurtful” for the artist.  “It is a
real pity, it’s a scandal which could have been avoided,” he said.  But the French
culture ministry said they had no choice but to act after admitting that they had
not asked Buren’s permission. “We are the ministry of intellectual property and
copyright... and we have to be exemplary,” a spokesman told AFP. — AFP

Artist forces French ministry to
remove graffiti star’s homage

These handout picture taken by French artist and curator Jean Faucheur, shows a piece
of art by French street artist LeMoDuLeDeZeer aka LMDZ installed on the columns of the
Palais Royal in Paris, facing the Colonnes de Buren by French artist Daniel Buren. — AFP

Photo provided by Regal Lager shows the Qdos Crystal
Baby Gate.


